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Product report: Deep Qualicision for automated optimization of business processes

Qualitative labeling of business process data
Using artificial intelligence to optimize business processes is part and
parcel of digitalization strategies for many companies. However, applying AI methods from AI applications such as character or speech recognition to make, for example, decisions for production process optimization does not directly lead to the desired results.
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Figure 1: Qualitative labeling as a requirement for the automated optimization of business processes using Deep Qualicision.
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When estimating the positive and
negative consequences of the game
scenarios, everything calculated up to
a point in time probabilistically endures in the future.

Combinatorial probabilities are
not transferable to production
processes
In this regard, industrial production
processes are not as stable as a board
game: firstly, their rules need to be
flexible. Process parameters such as
production volume, performance profiles, availability of staff and equipment, work schedules or skills profiles of employees vary continuously.

Figure 2: Positively and negatively labeled process data from a qualitative point of view in Deep
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qualitative labels are consistent and
more robust than the situation-spe-
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